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ANALYSIS OF THE BOUNDARY CONDITION 
AT THE INTERFACE BETWEEN A VISCOUS FLUID 
AND A POROUS MEDIUM 
AND RELATED MODELLING QUESTIONS 
By L. E. PAYNE and B. STRAUGHAN 
ABSTRACT. - This paper deals with three fundamental modelling questions for the Darcy and Btinkman equations 
for flow in a porous medium. It is first shown that in the Dirichlet initial - boundary value problem for the 
Brinkman equations the solution depends continuously on the viscous coefficient. Then L* convergence of the 
solution of this problem to the solution of an analogous problem for the Darcy equations is established. Finally, 
it is proved that for flow in a domain occupied by a viscous fluid in contact with a porous solid, the solution 
depends continuously on a coefficient in the interface boundary condition. The continuous dependence holds for 
Stokes flow in the fluid, and the analogous Navier-Stokes situation is discussed. 0 Elsevier, Paris 
1. Introduction 
There has been much recent interest in obtaining stability estimates for solutions to 
physical problems in partial differen tial equations where changes in coefficients are 
allowed, or even the equations themselves change. This type of stability, which is often 
called structural stability to distinguish it from continuous dependence on the initial data, is 
studied for example in Ames & Payne (1994a,b; 1997a,b), Bennett (1986, 1991) Franchi 
& Straughan (1993, 1994a,b, 1996), Lin & Payne (1993, 1994) Morro & Straughan 
(1992), Payne (1987a,b), Payne & Song (1997) and Payne & Straughan (1989, 1990). 
Such stability estimates are fundamental in that one wishes to know if a small change in a 
coefficient in an equation or boundary data, or a small change in the equations themselves, 
will lead to a drastic change in the solution. To give a concrete example of a structural 
stability or continuous dependence on modelling question we may refer to the paper of 
Payne & Straughan (1989) where the difference between a solution to the Stokes equations 
for slow viscous flow and a solution to the Navier-Stokes equations is investigated. There 
it is shown how a solution to the Stokes equations approximates a solution to the full 
Navier-Stokes equations. Thus, questions of continuous dependence on the model itself are 
fundamental and in many ways are as important as a study of stability itself. 
In this paper we investigate three related topics. We investigate how the solution 
behaves to flow in a domain in which clean fluid borders a porous medium. We establish 
a continuous dependence result on a crucial parameter which appears in the interfacial 
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boundary condition. The equations for flow in the fluid are the well known Darcy (1856) 
equations; these equations are discussed at length in Nield & Bejan (1992). We also 
investigate the Brinkman correction to Darcy’s equations; this is again explained in depth 
in Nield & Bejan (1992). We obtain a priori results which demonstrate how the solution to 
the Brinkman system depends continuously on the Brinkman effective viscosity coefficient. 
We also derive an a priori convergence result which compares the solution to the Brinkman 
system of partial differen tial equations with that of the Darcy equations. 
It is worth drawing attention to the fact that the Brinkman equations have been the 
subject of much recent attention. Nield & Bejan (1992) describe several applications, 
and work of Guo & Kaloni (1995a,b) and Qin & Kaloni (1993, 1994) concentrates on 
obtaining quantitative results in physical problems. Payne & Straughan (1996) and Payne 
& Song (1997) investigate mathematical properties of solutions to both the Darcy and 
Brinkman equations. 
The purpose of this paper is to derive u priori continuous dependence estimates. A 
priori estimates in fluid dynamic situations such as those for the Navier-Stokes equations 
are notoriously difficult to obtain. We are, in a sense, continuing the study of Payne & 
Straughan (1996) who derived a priori estimates for solutions to the initial - time geometry 
problem for the Brinkman and Darcy equations of flow in porous media. 
The equations for flow through porous media under a variety of boundary conditions are 
reviewed at length in the very clear book of Nield & Bejan (1992). For non-isothermal 
flow the Darcy equations consist of an equation of momentum for the velocity, u;, 
(1.1) I’ -- ‘1 - 
where p, gi, T are pressure, gravity, and temperature. Standard indicial notation together 
with the Einstein summation convention is employed throughout. The equation of continuity 
is 
(1.2) ‘lij,j = 0. 
and the balance of energy equation assumes the form 
Cl.31 
Equations (1 .l)-( 1.3) are Darcy’s equations for flow in porous media, accounting for non- 
constant temperature effects and employing the Boussinesq approximation in the buoyancy 
term in (1.1). (The thermal diffusivity, viscosity, and permeability have been scaled out 
since these play no role in the ensuing analysis.) Equations (1 .l)-( 1.3) are studied on a 
bounded domain R c R3, with boundary dS2, sufficiently smooth to allow applications 
of the divergence theorem. The gravity vector is assumed constant and the equations are 
scaled so that 
(1.4) Igl I 1 
When the porosity of the material (i.e. the volume of fluid / total volume) is close to one, 
or when the flow is near a solid (impermeable) boundary, Nield & Bejan (1992) include 
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physical reasons why equation (1.1) may need to be modified to include an effective 
viscosity term, viz. 
(1.5) vi - ~Av, = -Z + g;T. 
z 
In equation (1.5) X is the (positive) effective viscosity coefficient. Equations (1.2), (1.3) 
and (1 S) comprise the Brinkman system of partial differen tial equations which are again 
studied on a bounded domain 0. 
The plan of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we study continuous dependence of 
a solution to the Brinkman system on the effective viscosity coefficient X. In section 3 
the topic of convergence of a solution to the Brinkman system to a solution to Darcy’s 
equations is investigated. Finally, in section 4 we investigate the continuous dependence of 
the solution on an interfacial parameter when Stokes flow occurs in a domain which also 
includes a porous medium. The last section develops an a priori result and is particularly 
interesting in that the analysis involves introduction of a novel functional due to the 
differences between the Darcy and Stokes flow equations. 
2. Continuous dependence on the Brinkman coefficient 
In this section we consider the question of continuous dependence on the effective 
viscosity coefficient X for a solution to equations (1.2) (1.3) and (1 S). Thus, let (v,‘: T*, P*) 
satisfy the partial differen tial equations 
dP* v” - x*Av: = -dz + giT*, 
7. 
(2.1) 
on R x (0, I), for some positive time I, together with the boundary conditions 
(2.2) v; = 0, T* = h(x, t), on 80 x (O,l), 
and the initial condition 
(2.3) T*(x, 0) = To(z)> x E 0, 
where h, To are prescribed functions. Further, suppose (vi, T, p) satisfy the boundary initial 
value problem 
(2.4) 
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on 62 x (O,l), 
(2.5) 7li = 0: T = h(nz, t), on m x (O,l), 
and 
(2.6) T(z,O) = To(z), :c E 0. 
Define the difference solution (ui, t), 7r) by 
ui = tl’ - vi, H = T* - T: ?r =p* -p, 
and define cr by 
(2.7) IT = x* - A. 
Then we find the difference solution (ILL; 8, ‘ir) satisfies the boundary initial value problem 
- ~TAu; - AAu; + ,I/,; = -g + .giB. 
(2.8) 
I,“ ‘ 
:,t 
z&i,; = 0. 
on 62 x (O,l), 
(2.9) ‘Ui = 0. H = 0. on x2 x (O;l), 
(2.10) 0(x; 0) = 0, :1’ E 0. 
Let < . > denote integration over 0: and let 11 . 1) and ( . ) denote the norm and inner 
product on L’(R). 
The following theorem establishes continuous dependence of the solution to (2.4)-(2.6) 
on the effective viscosity coefficient X. Part (a) requires LIT/an E L’(dR) whereas this 
requirement is relaxed in part (b) at the expense of more technicalities. 
THEOREM 1. - (a) IfdT/dn E L’(dR) or (VI is bounded in R x [0, I]. then u;, H satisfy 
the following estimates 
where the data functions Pi(t) are given by (2.24) and (2.25) and t E (0,l). 
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(b) The functions u;, 0 satisy the a priori estimates 
Ilu(t L G(t) & > 
llVu(f>l12 5 G(t) $. 
for t E (0, I), and where the functions G+(t) which depend on data are given by (2.65), 
(2.66) and (2.67). 
Proof. - The proofs of parts (a) and (b) have a common beginning. 
We commence by multiplying (2.8)3 by 0 and integrating over R to find with integration 
by parts 
(2.11) ~$w = < u;TO,i > -llVHlj2. 
Further, by multiplication of (2.8)1 by ui and integration we obtain 
Ilull + XIIVul12 =gi(0, u;) - a(Vuf, VUi) 
(2.12) I ll~llllull + ~Il~v*IlIIw> 
where the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality has also been employed. Upon using the arithmetic- 
geometric mean inequality in (2.12) we may obtain 
(2.13) Ilull + y/vul12 5 110112 + ; 11vv*l12. 
From (2.13) we clearly obtain the bounds 
(2.14) lIW2 5 ;llw + $ (Ivv*((2, 
(2.15) Ilull I 11~112 + ; II~v*l12. 
(a) We now estimate T in (2.1 I). Let p be an even integer and then differentiating and 
using equation (2.4)3 we obtain 
(2.16) T”-’ (AT - ViT,i) dx 
= -P(P - 1) 
s 
TPe2T,iT.i dx + p 
R f 
TP-1 dT dA 
. as2 dn ’ 
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after use of (2.4)2 and integration by parts. The negative term is dropped from the right 
of (2.16) and after integration in I; we may obtain: 
where h,, is the maximum value of 17’ on 80. We now use the fact that if a. 2 b 2 0, 
b p l/I’ 
(n”+bP)l’p=a l+ ; , [ 01 
with 
6 = ($$,l .I’$-,, lgl dAd$“. 
or 
(aI’ + l#” < 2l/pb; 
if b 2 a 2 0. This leads to 
(2.17) (1 TPdrc) “’ 5 2’:‘max{ (~lT;dz)l’Y. (phP;l/r(L~Ol~/dAdri)l’p}. 
Now let p + co in (2.17) to obtain 
(2.18) sup ITI I R,,. 
S2X[O.7] 
where Ro is the data term 
(2.19) 
and lTolm denotes the maximum of the absolute value of To over Q. 
If 11; is bounded in R x [0, I] then (2.18) follows directly from the maximum principle. 
Let [Tut,/ denote the maximum value of ITI over R x (0; t). From equation (2.11) we 
obtain 
$$112 5 ITc llullllV~ll - llW12. 
Next employ the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality and estimate (2.15) to arrive at 
(2.20) 
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To estimate the last term in (2.20) we derive from (2.1) 
x*Ipv*l12 + I)v*112 =.9i(T*.v:) 
5 lI~*llllv*Il~ 
from which we see that 
(2.21) 
where m(0) denotes the measure of R, and IT,1 also denotes the maximum value of IT* 1. 
Thus, employing (2.21) in (2.20) yields 
(2.22) 
The procedure leading to (2.18) also applies to T* and so we use estimate (2.18) in 
(2.22) to deduce 
Upon integration one finds 
(2.23) 
where 
(2.24) 
Use of (2.21) and (2.18) in (2.14) and (2.15) then leads with the aid of (2.24) to the 
inequalities 
and 
Ilull I F2(t) g 1 
where 
(2,25) F2 = FI(~) + 4 > 
F = Fl@) W2)% 
3 x + 4x . 
This completes the proof of part (a). 
(b) To establish part (b) we commence with (2.11) and use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
to see that 
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We next employ the Sobolev inequality 
(2.26) 11u11: i Cl l/ul(1’2/(v~11”‘2 
to deduce 
&w L ~c~llTll:llull’~‘llVUll~~~. 
The bounds (2.14) and (2.15) are then employed to find 
(2.27) gw L &pI IIN (11w + ;llv~*lI’) 
We now proceed to bound IITl14. 
Introduce the functions H(z, t) and G(rc, t) which satisfy 
(2.28) 
and 
AH =O. 
H = h,“, 
(2.29) 
AG =O. 
G =h. 
Form the identity 
l-t r 
in (2. 
on X2, 
(T” - II)& + v;T,~ - AT)dz drl = 0, 
by integrations by parts one then finds 
To bound the cubic term on the right of (2.30) we integrate by parts and then use the 
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality twice, as follows: 
(2.31) J’ Hv;T.~ dx = - H,.iviT dx (2 
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Let us now observe that v also satisfies the Sobolev inequality (2.26) so 
(2.32) IlvII4 5 c:‘211vll l/4 IIWI 314 ) 
as well as Poincare’s inequality 
(2.33) ~lllVl12 5 llw12> 
for A,(G) > 0. From (2.4) one easily derives 
(2.34) llvl12 + wvl12 I II~IIIIVII> 
and so we deduce from (2.34) and (2.33) 
(2.35) llvll I llm 
and 
(2.36) 
Upon employing (2.35) and (2.36) in (2.32) we find 
(2.37) 
Denote by k the constant 
and then using (2.37) in (2.31) we deduce 
(2.38) 
s 
HQ,c dx I WWll lITI IlTlI~ .R 
We now use the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality twice to see that 
(2.39) s R HUT,; dz I & IPHIl + $lTll: + fEllTl12 > 
for [, p > 0 at our disposal. By now using a Rellich identity, c$ Payne & Weinberger 
(1958), one may show (explicit details are given in Franchi & Straughan (1994), inequality 
(4.20)): 
(2.40) IPHIl I A(t), 
where 
(2.41) A@) = c2 
.f 
IV,h3(2dA, 
m 
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where R is star-shaped with respect to the origin and c2 is a constant dependent on the 
geometry of R. Thus, upon integration of (2.39) and use of (2.41) we may see that 
(2.42) 
We next integrate by parts in the last term in (2.30) using (2.28) to find that 
(2.43) * 
I./ 
H,,T,; dx drj = / ‘3HdAd 
.o R L an, rl 
where in the last line the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality has been employed. The 3H/L)n 
term is now estimated in terms of boundary data using a Payne-Weinberger (1958) Rellich 
identity argument, cfi Franchi & Straughan (1994) inequality (4.20), to find 
(2.44) 
t 
II H,;T,, da dr/ i *J*(t), .o .R 
where we have defined the data function J2(t) by 
(2.45) 
Since T is not identically zero on X2 the Poincare inequality for T2 assumes the form 
(2.46) 
s 
t IIVT2112dv + 01 T’dAdrj 2 i1 t IITll;dr,: 
0 
for positive constants ;\r and u1 dependent on R. We now bound the second term on the 
left of (2.30) with the aid of inequality (2.46), and we employ (2.42) and (2.44) in (2.30). 
The choice < = 1 and p, = 3ir is made and after further use of the arithmetic-geometric 
mean inequality we may arrive at: 
(2.47) ;llWll: +oll: + F lt f,, h-ldAdrl+ ;Wl12 + IlHoll”) 
+ flIToIl + ; /-’ lIH,,l12& + J2:!t> + 2 I* J;(ddrl 
. 0 
+ $W2 + I’ llTll*dv. * 0 
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The H terms in (2.47) are bounded using a Rellich identity, cJ: Payne & Weinberger 
(1958). In fact, the precise details of the calculation needed here may be found in Franchi 
& Straughan (1994b), pp. 448, 449. Using this method, constants ICI, . . . , k4 may be 
computed in terms of the geometry of R, for fi star shaped, such that 
(2.48) ;(llHl12 + ll~ol12)+; It llH,J12~v 
0 
5 $1 f 
IV,h”l’dA 
1xl 
h”dA + ;k2 
.f x2 
t 
.I.f 
h4hTq dA dq + ;k, 
t 
.I.f 
IV,h;,,12 dA dv. 
0 x2 0 an 
Now define D1 = 01(T) as: 
(2.49) a(q =+y h 
’ c 
h6dA + k2 
f 
IV,h312dA 
80 I 
+ k3 .I/ 
I 
h4hFq dA drj + kq 
0 * xl Sf IWf,,12 dA drl 0 an 
I 
+ 3crl 
Sf’ 
h4 dA dr/ + 4&(T) 
0 * xl 
Thus from (2.47)-(2.49) we conclude 
(2.50) IIWII: 5 lIToIl: + ~ll~ol12 + DI + 211Wl12 + 4 .I t IITl12drl. 0 
The next step begins with the identity 
(2.51) (T - G)(T,t + viT,i - AT)dX dq = 0. 
After some manipulation this may be rearranged as: 
(2.52) ~IIWI’ + It llW12dv =;llToljz - /‘(G,wT)dv + (G,T) - (Go,To) 
0 0 
.I 
t + < GviT>i > dv + ‘(VT, VG)dn. 
0 .I’ 0 
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With the aid of the maximum principle, and by using the arithmetic-geometric mean 
inequality we may show 
.t 
(2.53) .!.I Gv,T,; dx drj 5 h, 0 n 
where (2.35) has also been employed and w > 0 is a constant to 
employing (2.53) and making further use of the arithmetic-geometric 
(2.52) we may derive 
(2.54) fiiT(t)ll’ + It llVTl12du LllToI12 + llGl12 + $IGol12 + ; 
be selected. Thus, 
mean inequality in 
rt 
I II%,l12drl n Y  JO L, b J” 
+ $(t)lf’ + v 1’ IIVTl12dq 
+;(l+$-)ll,i’;;2dv 
+ 
where the last term in (2.52) has been written as a boundary term observing G is harmonic 
in R. Pick now w = 2/h, and employ the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality on the last term 
in (2.54) to derive 
(2.55) +?)li’S(; + $0 l IITl12dq+ llTo(j2 
+ llGl12 + $/Go/l2 + f 1’ IlG,,j12dv 0 
Further use of a Rellich identity allows us to bound the last four terms on the right of 
(2.55) in terms of the boundary data h. In fact, we may determine constants hl, . . . , h5, 
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dependent on the geometry of 0, such that 
(2.56) iDz(t) = hl 
.f 
h2dA + h2 IV,h12dA 
a2 
329 
is an upper bound for the G terms on the right of inequality (2.55). It is worth observing 
that the term Da(t) is an explicit data term. Thus, put 0s = 41lT011~ + D2(7), with the 
understanding that the first two terms in D2 are maximised over [0, I]. We may then 
obtain from (2.55) the inequality 
(2.57) IIWII” 5 03 + a 
s 
t llTl12drl~ 
0 
where we have put 
a=2+hk. 
Clearly (2.57) leads to 
Upon integration we find 
(2.58) .I’ 
t 
0 
Then, from (2.57) it follows that 
(2.59) IIW>ll” 5 eat D3. 
Estimates (2.58) and (2.59) are now employed in (2.50) to yield an a priori bound for 
IITll4, namely 
(2.60) IIwll% 5 042, 
where 
(2.61) 04” = IlTolli + 211Tol12 + DI + 2[eat + 2a-l(@ - 1)]D3. 
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The bound (2.60) is next used in (2.27) to find 
(2.62) $Ilsi’ 5 & ( 04 Wl12 + ~llvv*l12). 
Combining (2.21) and (2.59) applied to T*, we have 
(2.63) lIvv*l12 i & ))T*)12 5 $ D3. 
Thus from (2.62) we deduce 
(2.64) fllsl12 5 gg llell” + gg g . 
An integration of this inequality allows us to derive the a priori continuous dependence 
on X estimate 
(2.65) 
where 
c1D4 k=--- 
2X3/4 ’ 
with o4 denoting D4 evaluated for t = 7. Continuous dependence in the measures [lull2 
and llVul12 may also be derived using (2.14), (2.15), (2.63) and (2.65), to find 
and 
(2.67) 
Ilull 5 ; [eatD3 + k( ‘x 1 p”‘)] $ 
llVulj2 I $ [e”‘Da + k( ‘z I ;“‘)I & . 
The proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
Remark. - Let us observe that with the choice w = h;’ in (2.54) instead of (2.55) 
we may produce 
(2.68) $T(t)li’ + ; /’ llVTl12~v + + h:) I” llTl12dv + llTo(12 
. 0 -0 
+ llGl12 + ;llGol12 + ; s t II%J2~v n 
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The steps leading to (2.57) may be repeated, mututis mutandis, and instead of (2.57) 
one deduces 
(2.69) 
where 
(2.70) iL=2+2& 
Thus, employing the equivalent of (2.58) one finds the bound 
J 
t 
(2.71) 
0 
This is useful in the next section. 
3. Convergence of a solution to Brinkman’s equations 
to a solution to the Darcy equations 
In the present section we derive conditions which ensure a solution to the Brinkman 
equations will converge in an L2 sense to a solution to the equations for Darcy flow. 
Let (wi, T, p) be a solution to the Brinkman equations and let (u;, S, Q) be a solution 
to Darcy’s equations, so that 
ap 
(3.1) Vi,i IT 0, 
g+u,$A~, 
z 
in R x (0,I) and 
(3.2) i 
a9 Ui = -dz + giS, 
2 
ui,i = 0, 
in R x (0,7). On the boundary dR we assume 
(3.3) w; = 0, U;R; = 0, T = h, S = h, on dR x (O,I), 
and at t = 0 we require 
(3.4) T(z, 0) = To(z), S(z,O) = To(z). 
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Define the difference solution (zu~! 8, K) by 
(3.5) ww; = II,; - wi, 8 = S - T, n = q - p. 
Then this solution satisfies the boundary initial value problem 
(3.6) 
on 52 x (0,7), 
(3.7) win; = 0, 8 = 0, on m x (OJ), 
(3.3 8(x,0) = 0, 2 E s1. 
The following theorem establishes convergence of a solution. 
THEOREM 2. - Let dT/dn E Ll(dR x (0,I)). Then 
and 
(3.10) II~WII” I ~J2@)4 
where ?Jl, J2 are data functions given by (3.32) and (3.33). 
Proof. - Multiply (3.6), by rui and integrate over R x (0, t) to find with the aid of 
the divergence theorem, some rearrangement, the solenoidal character of q, Q, and the 
boundary conditions on u,, ‘II;, 
t 
J'S wi [wi + X(W~,~ - wj,Jj + K,~ - g;B] dx dq = 0, 0 R 
then 
(3.11) J ot IIWII~~~I+~ J’ f u,nj(vi.j - uj,i)dA dq 0 xl t 
’ --A J'S (qj - vj;i)wi,jdx dv - /‘I’ giw;8 dx dv = 0, 0 R . 0 . 12 
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or since 711~ = ui - II;. 
333 
In deriving (3.12) we have used the fact that on X2 
The first term on the right is zero since U,VJ,, = 0 on 812. Furthermore, since l/j = 0 on 
dQ, ‘~‘j::j = 0 on X2 and SO it follows that 
f 
~‘~~~v~,j,idA = 0 
. 262 
and this allows us to drop a term from (3.11). 
To bound the boundary term in (3.12) we note that by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
To develop a bound for the right hand side of (3.13) we next introduce a Rellich identity 
for 71,~ . viz. 
.t 
(3.14) 
II 
2:,Il;,j(ll, - AAV, + p,j - {]iT)dX CllV) = 0. 
. 0 . (2 
The pressure term in (3.14) integrates to zero. To see this, integrate by parts 
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the last integrals being comprised of tangential derivatives of ‘II;. With further integrations 
by parts (3.14) yields 
Use of the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality on the right of this then leads to 
(3.15) 
where x,,, is the maximum distance from the origin 0 to the boundary 862. Thus for 
62 star shaped, say 
we have 
.t 
(3.16) 
I 
pTll”d7, + 3 .f IITll’d7,. 
. 0 I 0 
Moreover, since b1 is star shaped 
where we have added a zero term. We next integrate by parts in the last term to obtain 
From equation (3.2)1, using the boundary conditions on 11,; we find 
llu$ = ,q;(S. ILL) 
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from whence it follows that 
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(3.18) II4 5 IIW 
Also from (3.2)1, 
‘ui,.j - u.j.i = SiS,.j - .Cljs,i 
and so 
(3.19) I (Ui..j - U.j.i)(lLi,.j - 1Ljj)dX 5 4)IVSl12. 
Thus (3.18) and (3.19) may be utilized in (3.17) to arrive at 
(3.20) I/V~l12~ 
Therefore, we may use (3.16) and (3.20) in (3.13) to deduce 
We next show how to bound the T and S terms in (3.21) in terms of data. In fact, the 
proof leading to (2.58) and (2.71) still holds in this section, hence we may assert that 
(3.22) J ‘t llTl12~v < ~‘1, I 
t 
llVTll*~~/ I ~2, 0 . 0 
where Cr, C2 are defined by 
with a, &, 03 being as defined in section 2. Also, the proof in section 2 leading to (2.58) 
and (2.71) carries over to Ji llSl12d~ and $ IlVSl12d~, on utilizing inequality (3.18). 
Thus, estimates (3.22) also hold with T replaced by S. Upon using (3.22) and the 
equivalent estimates for S in (3.21) we may derive 
(3.23) 
where the data term Dd is given by 
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Hence, upon returning to (3.12) we find with the aid of (3.23) the inequality 
To estimate the first term on the right of (3.24) we write Tlj;,,j as the sum of its symmetric 
and skew-symmetric parts so that 
Using inequality (3.19) we next find 
where (3.22) has been used for S. Hence, with (3.26) used in (3.24) we see that 
(3.27) 
I o/ IIwI120’v+;X i’ 1 
(wi,j -UJj,;)wj,jdz (~71 5 D,vT+~AC~+,~, , 
* 0 . s2 
. I )?“;: H) ds1. 
Next, the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality is employed on the last term in (3.27) as 
9; I ‘I(w,, H)dr/ 5 ; .l;’ Ijwl12drj + ; /’ Ilflll’dr,. . 0 . 0 
Hence, (3.27) leads to 
I ,It Ilwl12dv + X I” / 
.t 
(3.28) (W;.j - yti,j,i)W,,jdX dr/ 5 204~G + 4XC2 + , 
. 0 * II I /~~~~2dr~. n
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It remains to bound the last term in (3.28) and to this end we multiply (3.6)s by 0 
to derive 
where R. is the data term defined in (2.19) and the proof there is employed to bound 
T pointwise in the term (Twi, O,i). 
Thus, after use of (3.29) in (3.28) we derive 
(3.30) 
Define now Q = 204 + 4C2fi and set b = Ri/2. Then we derive from (3.30) 
then by integration, 
(3.31) I *0 f(t - q)llwl12dq 5 ; di [P - 11. 
Also, from (3.30) one may then deduce 
(3.32) 
J 
(I’ llwl1%q 5 Q&/i, 
and then from (3.29) we have 
(3.33) Il0(t)ll’ I Qbebtdi. 
Estimates (3.31)-(3.33) establish theorem 2 on convergence of a solution of the Brinkman 
equations to a solution of Darcy’s equations. 
Remarks. - 1. We have required the condition dT/ih E L’(dR x (0, I)) in Theorem 2 
only in deriving the estimate (3.29). One can avoid imposing this requirement although the 
proof becomes longer. Details of this calculation are given in the appendix. 
2. While Theorem 2 establishes convergence in L2, pointwise convergence cannot be 
expected since in general the tangential components of the velocity in the Darcy equations 
will not vanish on the boundary. 
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4. Continuous dependence on the interface coefficient 
The purpose of this section is to study the manner in which a solution to flow in a 
fluid which borders a porous medium depends on a coefficient in the interface boundary 
conditions. Thus, let an appropriate part of the plane z = x3 = 0 denote the boundary 
between a porous medium occupying a bounded region 02 in R3. and a linear viscous 
fluid occupying a bounded region D1 in R”, as shown in figure 1. 
The interface is denoted by L while the remaining parts of the boundaries of D1 and 
D2 are denoted, respectively, by I’i and r2. In D1 we suppose the fluid velocity is slow 
so the governing equations may be taken to be those of Stokes flow, although the question 
of Navier-Stokes flow is addressed in a remark at the end of this section. In the porous 
region Dz the flow is assumed to satisfy the Darcy (1856) equations. 
Fig. I. - Configuration of the fluid overlying a porous layer. 
Let (pi, T, p) and (UT, T”“, p”“) denote the velocity, temperature and pressure in D1 
and Dz, respectively. Then the appropriate Stokes flow equations are 
dU; 
dt= 6 
-2 + ~Au, + g;T. 
(4.1) 
dUi --=(I 
ax; ’ 
i3T 
i~1su”g =&AT, 
. ‘1 
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in D1 x (0, I), where 1-1 is the dynamic viscosity, LF. is the thermal diffusivity and gi is 
the gravity vector. We assume (4.1) is scaled so that 
and without loss of generality the constant density is taken to have value one. 
The relevant Darcy equations are, cfi Nield & Bejan (1992): 
in O2 x (0,I); here k is the permeability and K m is the thermal diffusivity of the porous 
medium. 
The functions ui, T and T”” are required to satisfy the initial data 
(4.3) 
z&(x, 0) = fi(X): T(z, 0) = To(le). .I: E D1 : 
T”(:c,O) = T,“(x), :I: E D2. 
On the boundary r‘i U IZ it is supposed that 
(4.4) 
ui = 0, T = Tu(z, t), 011 I?1 x (OJ). 
UpLi = 0, T’” = T&; t), on r2 x (0,~). 
for prescribed functions TU and TL, with n; being the unit outward normal. The conditions 
on the interface L are 
(4.5) 
713 = uy, T=T”, ~cT.~ = t$‘T~ , 
P m = p - 2pu.33, 
where cl1 is a coefficient determined by experiment for a given fluid and a given porous 
solid. These boundary conditions are discussed at length in Nield & Bejan (1992). The last 
condition in (4.5) essentially derives from the work of Jones (1973). Beavers & Joseph 
(1967) argued on the basis of experimental results that 
(4.6) ‘?hfi,3 = 2 (U@ - q,, 
and Jones (1973) generalised this to include the shear stress at the interface, viz. 
(4.7) ug,3 + u3,/j = 5 (un - $7). 
Nield & Bejan (1992) show that the last term may essentially be dropped and this leads 
to (4.5)~. It is worth pointing out that condition (4.6) has been employed in a thermal 
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convection study by Nield (1977) and in flow past a sphere by Qin & Kaloni (1993). McKay 
& Straughan (1993) investigated use of (4.6) and (4.7) in their study of the geophysical 
problem of formation of stones into regular hexagonal patterns in shallow alpine lakes. 
The object of this paper is to derive an a Priori estimate showing how (II,,: T) and 
(u.;~‘. 2”“) depend continuously on the interface coefficient oI. Thus, let (~.~,y, 2”) and 
(%I,;~, pm i T”) satisfy (4.1)-(4.5) and let (II;, Q. S) and (~1’“. (1”’ ) 5”“) be a solution to 
(4.1)-(4.5) with identical data functions .f;. 7’“. T,;“. TL: and TL: but with nl replaced by 
~1~. Define the difference variables (1~;. X. 0) and o by 
(4.8) Tllj = 711, - ‘1);. 7-r = p - q. HZ?‘-S. (T = fY1 - fl’. 
From (4.1)-(4.5) we find that (7~;. rr, H) satisfy the partial differential equations 
(4.10) 
in the spatial domains Dr and Dz> respectively. The initial conditions are 
(4.11) 
while the boundary conditions on I’1 U FZ are 
(4.12) II/, = 0. t? = 0, 011 r1 x (0:I). 
,llljrL71; = 0, 0” = 0. 011 I?2 x (0.7) 
The conditions satisfied on the interface L become 
We now establish the following theorem which demonstrates continuous dependence of 
a solution on the interface coefficient C~I. 
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THEOREM 3. - Suppose dT/dn E L’(I’l x (O? 7)) and dT’“/&z E L1(I’2 x (0,7)). Then 
there exist constants y( < 2p/k), B, C and a; given by (4.26) and (4.32), such that .t . 
.I/ wjlLw:n dz dq 0 . DJ 
Furthermore, there is a constant ill, depending on t, given specifically in (4.33), such that 
Proof. - Let us introduce the notation of norm and inner product on the spaces L2(D1) 
and L2(D2), viz. 
Ml: = .I, Sifi d:I:. 
II 
(f,g)n = 1 fiyldn:: N = 1.2. 
. Dn 
We then define the function Q(t) by 
(4.16) 
By calculation we obtain 
(4.17) g = 2(wi,w;.t)1 + -YllWnLII; 
= 2 ( wi, [-7r.i + /L(Wi,, + “‘j,i)..j + 9ifl]) I + TllW’nll~: 
where we have used (4.9) and added a zero term. The first two terms on the right are 
integrated by parts to find 
(4.18) - 2(‘wi,, T,i)l + 2P Wi, [W,j + *W,j,i];j 
1 
= -2 
I 
’ n!‘)w.ndA + 2~ z 1 
.I 
TLjl)*Wi(W,,j + wj,i)dA - 2//,(wi,,j,wi,j + ,wj,;)l 
.L L 
ZZ 2 
I’ 
nr),w&r - 2/6,w& dA 
. L 
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where the interface conditions (4.13) have also been employed. Next use the divergence 
theorem on the first term on the right in (4.18) and then use equations (4.10) to find: 
Thus, employing (4.19) in (4.17) we may derive 
We next use the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality on the interface term involving ‘ID~v~~ 
and on the last two terms. Use is also made of the Poincare-like inequality 
a proof of which is given after (4.34) for completeness. Thus for 0, C > 0 at our disposal 
we derive 
Select now o = 211,X and choose y < 2/~/t?. Then pick 
We thus arrive at the differential inequality 
(4.21) 
An estimatefur ~~0~~~ and IIV1 11;. By differentiation and substitution from equations (4.9) 
and (4.10) we see that 
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Next, use integration and the boundary conditions (4.12) (4.13) to show that 
(0, U$j)l + (P, uk’“6y)* = 0. 
Furthermore, by integration by parts and further use of (4.12) and (4.13) we may then 
deduce from (4.22) 
To proceed from this equation we estimate 5’ and S”“. 
An estimate for T, T”“. Although we derive an estimate for T and T”” the proof clearly 
holds also for S and 9”. 
For p > 1, p E N, p even, introduce the function 
Cp, = /, T”d:r: + /~(z.“‘)“d~. 
Then upon differentiation and use of equations (4.1) and (4.2) 
g%- 
dt -’ D, s 
TP-lT,tdz + p 
s 
(Tm)p-lTydn: 
D2 
=P 1 Tp-’ ( -u~T,~ + r;AT)dz + p (T”)“-‘(-~r:“Ty + PAT”‘)~:I: DI .I D2 
7.z -p 
i, 
’ T”u TP)dS + Kp 
f 
i3T 
‘Z ‘t ’ Tp-‘- dS - ~p(p - 1) 
3n I’ 
T”-2T ,T dx ,1 .1 ’ 
. i)Dl . i)Dl . DI 
- P 
f 
(T”)“u”“n!2)dS + &rnp z ‘1 
. 8Da 
, 
f 
i)D, (T+g dS 
- Cp(p - 1) 
I’ 
(T”‘)‘-‘T,yT,:“dr( 
. Da 
where 3Or and 3IIa denote the boundaries l?t U L and I?2 U L, respectively. Due to 
the continuity conditions (4.5) the integrals over L vanish and thus we may derive the 
inequality: 
dT 
T”-I- dS + t?p 
3n 
(T”‘)“g dS . 
2 
%PIT"-~ lm ds + ,$rLplTmlP,‘l 
where 1 . JWL denotes the maximum value on r, x (0: 7). After integration, we obtain: 
(a;lp(t) I Qp(0) + &PIT”-‘1, 
[ .I’.i:, If I 
, dSdq 
+~‘~plT~‘If’,,’ l.I, l~(dSdli]l’p. 
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By taking the limit p -+ CC we thus derive 
(4.24) ITI I T,, = lnax{IToI,,,, IT:‘l,,, ITc~I,,,. ITr,lm}~ 
where on the right I . lllL denotes the maximum over the respective domain and T,, is a 
bound for the maximum value of 17’ on Dt U D2. 
Thus, we may return to (4.23) and bound S and S”” by T,. We do this and use the 
arithmetic-geometric mean inequality on the (III;, B.i)I and (,rli:“. HT)2 terms to derive the 
inequality 
;(ll/,ll: + lp”‘ll;) 5 g llwllf + 2 llw7”ll;. 
Upon integration we thus deduce 
(4.25) [Ie(t)l + Ile”‘(t)ll; I: g .I’ llw#d7/ + & 1;’ llw”‘ll$-b 
This is the required bound for llH/ll and IIfI”112. 
Define now the constant A by 
Further, define a.1 and @2 by 
@l(t) = Ilwll:. @‘2(i) = . 
I 
(0 IIw”$Clr/. 
From inequality (4.21) we now observe that 
(4.26) 
Define now B to be the constant 
(4.27) 
Further, define 9t (t) to be the function 
From (4.26) one may then deduce 
(4.28) 
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This inequality may be rearranged to yield 
(4.29) 
(-- ){ 
d B d’Q,l 
dt 
dt+m+y& ypvBdA. 
Observe that dql/dt = @t 2 0 so the function on the left of (4.29) operated on by 
(d/dt - B) is non-negative. Thus after integration we may derive from (4.29) the estimate: 
(4.30) 
II~II; + B ([j II~II:~~ +7 Jt J o IIw”II; dv < (Al L eB+‘)vpvpdAd7j cr2. 
A bound for the quantity sL vpv,dA. To complete the continuous dependence analysis 
it remains to derive a bound for the right hand side of (4.30). To this end we return to 
equations (4.1) (4.2) and derive 
(4.31) f llvll: = - 2(w,;)l + 2P(% (V;,j + 7/j,i),j), + 2(%LIiS)l 
=- 2 
i 
n$%13(q - 2pv3,JdA + 2p J &&g,3 + va,o)dA - 2&j; ‘uij + Vj,i)l + qvi,g;s)l L 
where we have followed the procedure after (4.17). Now, noting S and S” are bounded by 
T,,, we may use the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality on the last two terms in (4.31) 
together with the Poincare-like inequality for v, 
From (4.31) we may thus deduce 
where ID, I is the measure of the domain D,. Upon integration we now find 
(4.32) IWIIT + 9 Jt J Ti ID4 
0 L 
w+dA 5 Ilv(O>ll: + z ( x + ID2lk > t. 
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Upon employing the bound (4.32) in (4.30) we, therefore, derive the continuous 
dependence inequality 
(4.33) Iba+B ()f llwll@I + Y 1’ IIw”II; drl s 
5 f& [l,ri+~(~+,D~,i)t]o~. 
To produce a continuous dependence estimate for 0 amd 0”” we may utilize (4.33) and 
employ (4.25) to see that 
(4.34) IlW>Ilf + Ipyt)II~ 5 E [llfll: + 5 (y + ID@) t] c?. 
Inequalities (4.33) and (4.34) establish Theorem 3. However, it remains to prove the 
Poincare-like inequality (4.20). We could establish the existence of a maximising solution 
to the variational problem associated with (4.20). However, we actually need an estimate 
for the constant X in (4.20) and hence we derive such an estimate directly. 
A proof of the Poincar&Zike inequality (4.20). Let Di be the domain as in (4.1) and let 
wi be an arbitrary solenoidal C1 function satisfying the boundary conditions ru; = 0 on 
Ii. Suppose the coordinate system is defined such that L lies in the plane z = :CQ = 0. 
Suppose further di is the maximum distance from the boundary of Ii to (O,O, 2) for 
any z E Di, and let d2 denote the maximum distance from (0, 0,O) to I’i (to the outer 
boundary of Ii if Dt is star-shaped with respect to the origin). 
For a C1 function fi to be chosen observe that 
and 
where dD1 
deduce 
(4.35) 
.f 
’ f,niw,;wj dS = 
I 
fi,,wjwj dx + 2 
I 
f,wjwj,; dz 
SD1 DI . DI 
f 
f;njw;wj dS = 
I 
f+wiwj dx + 
CID1 . DI 
. D .fiqw,j dx, 
I I 
= I1 u L and n- = n(l) 7 ‘I . Then, by suitably adding these equations we may 
f 
f;niujjwj dS + 2 finjwiwj dS - f;,iwjwj dx 
. i3D, / 1 i3D, I . DI 
-2 
I 
fi,jUJiWj dx = 2 
s 
f~u~j(wi,j + “,i;i) dx. 
’ DI D1 
Select now fi such that 
fa = -2v:c,> 0 = 1,2: f3 = -[cc3 - A, 
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for positive constants V, <, A to be chosen. Then, recalling wi = 0 on PI we see from 
(4.35) that 
(4.36) 3A J 11~3” dA + A I wawp dA + 4v J x,w,w3 dA L . L L 
+ (4v + 30 J w; dx + (8~ + E) w,~lJ, dx Dl 
= 2 
I’ 
fiwj(wi,j + wj,i)dx. 
. DI 
Now choose < = 2v in (4.36) and observe from the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality 
Hence, upon employing this inequality in (4.36) and using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
on the right hand side we find that: 
(4.37) (A-%)(j/jw;dA+lo,ur,,dA) +lOvkpwidx 
Now, we have: 
(4.38) fifi = 4v2x,x, + (A + {~3)~ 
= 4v2x.cux, + A2 + 4vAx3 + 4v2x; 
5 4V2xiX; + A2 + 4vAlxil 
I (A + 2vd2)2, 
since dl 5 d2. Choose now A = 2vd2/fi and then employing (4.38) in (4.37) we derive 
the inequality 
(4.39) 
75 
8d;(l+ 6)” 
II~II: i J wi,j(wi,j + u)j,i) dx. DI 
Thus fi = 75/8d;( 1+ &)” re p resents a lower bound for the value of A(&) in (4.20). 
Remark. - Suppose one wishes to extend the analysis of this section to the case where 
the fluid in the domain satisfies the Navier-Stokes equations, i.e. (4.1)r includes also the 
term UjUi,j on the left hand side. Then in trying to derive an expression like (4.18) one 
encounters the term 
-2(w;Jr;)1 + 24% ['w&j + Wj,i],j), - 2(Wi, ("jui),j - (',iui),j)l' 
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This would give rise to terms in the integral over L of form 
To handle the last term one may wish to modify the continuity of normal stress condition 
(4.5)4, or perhaps a suitable modification of the Beavers-Joseph-Jones condition (4.5)~ 
would be necessary. In any case, this analysis suggests that for flow of a Navier-Stokes 
fluid past a porous medium the conditions (4.5) may not be adequate. 
Appendix 
In remark 1 in section 3 we indicated the restriction X!‘/dn E L’(dl2 x (0.7)) is 
only necessary to produce inequality (3.29). We now indicate a way to circumvent this 
restriction and produce a bound like (2.18). 
Let T and 21; be as in section 3. Then define IFI to be the solution to the boundary 
value problem 
(Al) C 
AlFI=O, in 0, 
7f = h2”-l, 011 82, 
for t E [0, I] and for p > 0 fixed; it is sufficient that p E N. Consider now the identity 
(A21 (T2+ - X)(T.t + Vito; - AT)&: d’rl = o. 
(The temperature field may be chosen positive, this amounts to selecting an appropriate 
temperature scale.) 
After integration by parts in (A2) and some rearrangement we may produce 
- W-h To) - 2~ (‘FI,,,. WV 
+ 2P ?-h;T,; dz dr/ + 21, 
To handle the cubic term we first note that from (3.1), (3.3) one easily derives inequality 
(2.35), namely 
(A4) llvll I IITII. 
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Moreover, using the maximum principle 
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Gw t 2P II’ l-tviT,idx drj 5 2pXFI, .o .R 
where ?&,, is the maximum value of ‘FI on dR x [0, I]. Thus, combining (A4) and (A5), 
(AS) 2p t 
IJ 
Xv;T,idx dv < 2ph, 
.o n 
2p-1/i’,,T,,2dv~ ,,W2drl~ 
Hence, from (A3) we deduce 
@7) lT2’rl.r <I G+dx + ~P(II~IIIITII + Il~ollllToll) 
+ 21'/l II’F1>,l12drl l IITWrl 
Estimates for the terms on the right of (A7) are now derived. 
Firstly, with G defined as in (2.29) one may integrate the identity analogous to (2.51) 
to find that, with some manipulation, 
(A81 llTl12 + 2 J 0 t IW”l12drl 1211Tol12 + $‘I’ + 211Gl12 
+ llGol12 + 2 J t IIG,,IlIIWrl 0 
+ 2hm J ot IIVIIII~w71 
(Equivalently one may follow the development of (A2) with p = 1.) 
For a harmonic function $ with boundary values &, i.e. 
(A9) C 
aqb=o, in R, 
4 = &, on 80, 
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we may use a Rellich identity to derive explicit positive constants cl: cp such that 
(A101 
where V, denotes the tangential derivative, cJ: Payne & Weinberger (1958) Franchi & 
Straughan (1994b). 
Next introduce the torsion-like function r,!~ which satisfies the boundary value problem 
(All) 
C 
all, = -1, in 0: 
I) = 0, on dR, 
and observe r+!~ > 0 in 0. Then for a function C#I satisfying (A9), we have: 
(A121 ‘47bV4, V$) + Ml2 = - j . ixl 
42 2 dA, 
where 
(A131 
Application of (A12) yields bounds for llGl12 and llG,tl12 in terms of L2(dR) integrals 
of their boundary data. 
The inequality (A4) is next used on the sixth term on the right of (A8) and then with 
the aid of the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality one sees that 
(A141 2 J 0 t IIG,~llllw77 + 2&z i” ll~llllw~rl . 0 
5 I ‘t llG,,l12dv + I” llVTl12dv + (1 + %J /’ llTl12dv. . 0 0 * 0 
By employing (A14) in (A8) together with inequalities (AlO) and (A12), we thus derive 
(A151 +l’ + ./’ lWl12dv 5 ~ll~ol12 + 211Gl12 + lIGol12 
0 
+ I ” IlG,,l12dv + (1 + h:) .i’ llTl12drl, *0 0 
I 211570112 + 3741 
f 
h2dA 
811 
+2~~(~~~h2dA~~~lV.~h12dA)1’2d~ 
t . 
+ $1 I’.f 
h2dAdq+ (1+ h:J 
.o an I’ 
t 
IITl12drl. . 0 
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Next, set 
Then use of (A16) in (A15) leads to 
(Am lITl12 + 2 
J 
‘t IlVT112drl I 2dl + C J t IITl12drl, 0 0 
where we have set < = 2(1 + hk). From inequality (A17) we easily deduce 
and then we may show 
(AN 
GW 
I 
t 
. 0
llTJ12dq 5 7 (ect - l), 
I 
t 
IIVTl12d~ 5 dl ect 
. 0
and 
(A34 IITII’ < 2dl e <t . 
We are now in a position to return to inequality (A7). We utilize (A18)-(A20) together 
with the following estimates which arise from (A12), 
6421) 
C-422) 
(A231 
ll’F1112 L $1 .yd,, h4p-2dA, 
ll%l12 F$1 I,, [(h2p-1),t]2dA 
fc2(g)‘dA< ; jf, IV,h2p-112dA. 
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In this manner we derive the estimate 
Then from (A24) we find: 
Denote the coefficients of the second to fifth terms in parentheses, on the right of (A25), 
by ~-Z(P) to G(P); then 
(A261 
Now let 2p -+ cc to obtain 
(A271 
This is the same estimate as (2.18) but obviates the need to restrict dT/dn, to the class 
Ll(dR x (0,I)). 
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